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The AIM Program Weekly News
February 28-March 6, 2014

In This Issue
Events: 
• Everything is Energy Show Topics
• Everything is Energy Weekly Show with Stephen Lewis
Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update:
Three new Hereditary frequencies added to AIM
News and Resources:
• Quote for the Week
• Recommended Reading
• EMC² Healing Meditation
• AIM Scholarship Programs
• The AIM Program on Facebook
AIM Testimonial: 
• LeRoy from South Dakota
EMC² Shop: Purchase your copy of "Sanctuary: The Path To Consciousness" in paperback or on CD.
EMC² Buttons: Check out EMC² Buttons for sale.
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Events
Everything is Energy Show Topics for Episode #424 02/27/2014:
• Details of newly revealed Hereditary imbalances added to the AIM database.
• These frequencies are new to AIM, and perhaps to your consciousness and experience if you have any of
them, but you've had them all along. 
• Stephen is experiencing his worst detox ever as he heals one of these frequencies, expecting it just might be
the last one remaining in him. 
• Everything about you, including your age, is relevant to your rate and extent of self-healing, but there is no
predictability in that relevance because everyone is so unique. 
• You can't speed up your rate of healing Hereditary imbalances, but your resistance can slow it down. 
• Regarding enhancing frequencies, you can and do dictate the extent of your utilization of them - "Your wish is
your command."
• Stephen agreed to check the emotional inclinations in him that are linked with the frequency he's in the
process of healing, despite currently feeling only extreme physical detox. 

To listen or download this week's Everything is Energy Weekly Show go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.

Stephen's Everything is Energy Weekly Show
Thursday, March 6, 2014 
9-10 AM (Pacific), 10-11 AM (Mountain), 11 AM-12 PM (Central), 12-1 PM (Eastern)

 
Please join Stephen Lewis, the developer of the AIM Program of Energetic Balancing and co-author of the novel
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Sanctuary: The Path to Consciousness for the latest on newly revealed hereditary imbalances (what they’re
similar to, how they may manifest, how "rare" or common they may be) and enlightening discussions on
Stephen’s ever-expanding research and testing techniques and their implications for the comprehensiveness of
the AIM Program and our potential well-being as AIM participants.

To download or listen to this week's Everything is Energy Show, go to www.talkshoe.com/tc/1329.
Select the purple JOIN IN! graphic.

To access past episodes, scroll down the page and click on the "Info" circle graphic to see episode
descriptions and listen to or download any episode. 

If you would like to listen LIVE over the phone, dial 724-444-7444, call ID:1329 #

Questions? Please email them to energy@energeticmatrix.com with "E is E question" in the subject line.

Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update
As of February 27, 2014

This week there were three new Hereditary frequencies revealed to us.

The first new Hereditary frequency 8041 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on February 24,
2014. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Skin, Mouth, Lungs, Respiratory
System and Brain. It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of: Over
Aggressiveness. At this time we are not sure how common this will be among AIM Participants. 

The second new Hereditary frequency 8051 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on February 25,
2014. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Lungs, Respiratory System,
Muscles, Joints and Heart. It may manifest itself through the unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of:
Dissatisfaction. At this time we are not sure how common this will be among AIM Participants. 
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The third new Hereditary frequency 8061 was revealed to us and added to the AIM Program on February 25,
2014. This frequency is believed to function within the energetic orbs of the Kidneys, Bladder, Urinary Tract,
Low Back, Spine, Brain, Eyes, Lungs, Respiratory System and Pancreas. It may manifest itself through the
unresolved emotional etiologic frequency of: Hostility. At this time we are not sure how common this will be
among AIM Participants. 

Here is the update on past frequencies that were revealed and added to the AIM Program last week:

7948, 7958, 7968 & 8011 We believe have balanced in all those AIM Participants who were clearing them. 

8021 & 8031 We believe will balance in all those AIM Participants who are clearing them by the end of this
weekend. 
Regarding the frequencies that have cleared, we clarify: "We cannot say with certainty or accuracy that they
have cleared in all, because we cannot check all. Additionally, some heal more slowly because of underlying
energetic weakness, such as the frequency of parasites."

REMINDER: Although the frequencies have balanced in those who are positive for them, we may have to allow
our physical being to strengthen to notice the positive effects.

Click here for a more-detailed explanation of the Newly Revealed Hereditary Frequency Update

For more information on the latest frequencies you can listen to the Everything is Energy Show every Thursday
morning from 9-10 AM (Pacific). (See the listing in Events.)

News and Resources

Quote for the Week
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John Wooden Failure is not fatal, but failure to change might be

"Failure is not fatal, but failure to change might be" 
~John Wooden ~

Recommended Reading
The Power of Enhancing Frequencies

EMC² Healing Meditation
If you're ready to supercharge your experience with the AIM Program, consider learning the techniques
introduced in the EMC² Healing Meditation, available here: aimprogram.com/meditate.

AIM Scholarship Programs
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As part of our outreach activities and continuous research, EMC² offers scholarships for those found to have
the frequency of Autism, Down Syndrome or Cystic Fibrosis. Visit our web site for details AIM Scholarship
Programs.

Visit the AIM Program on Facebook
To connect and share with us, please visit our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/EMC2aimprogram.

AIM Testimonial
Here is just one story of self-healing experienced by one of the tens of thousands of people who have utilized
AIM to help unleash their innate healing capacity to achieve miraculous levels of well-being. We invite you to
view others and take advantage of the convenient "search by keywords" feature which allows you to search
through a wide array of topics. Click on the Testimonials tab at the top of www.aimprogram.com and choose
Written Testimonials or just click here.

LeRoy from South Dakota 

What You Don't Know May Hurt You. 

My name is LeRoy Weimer and I am a relatively new EMC² Facilitator although I have been on The AIM
Program for well over four years. In honest retrospect, my initial year on the program was filled with the semi-
conscious skepticism about the potential for self-healing via The AIM Program. 

I made myself very busy managing the business operations and coaching for a large baseball organization for
dozens of teenage boys and their families. Time was spent accomplishing the multitude of tasks preparing for
the new season and once April rolled around and games started, we commenced a demanding travel schedule
that lasted through August. Anyway, I was enjoying the energy spurt of a longer than usual honeymoon period
on AIM so all was well until... 

In August of 2002 I endured my first major self-healing on The AIM Program. During my playing days as a
catcher, I had the usual nicks, broken nose and fingers, and also experienced a deep groin injury and many
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hamstring pulls. Now, as the excitement of another tournament season for our young men approached, I was
literally dropped to my knees and laid out flat by an intense spasmodic release in my low back and groin. I recall
being driven to the state tournament because I could not sit up in the vehicle. They hauled me there like a large
piece of luggage in the back of my SUV. I could participate thanks only to pain killer du jour. This condition lasted
for more than a week until I could fully stand and stretch again. That fall I could hike and get around but
discomfort and stiffness continued up and out of my low back and groin area for the rest of the year. It is
interesting to note, however, that I could correlate the mental/emotional stressors of managing and motivating a
dozen board members (and several dozen parents) to the pain in my undersides. Today, I have no pain in either
area and strength has returned. Even during those times when I tax those areas more than usual, I just recover
and move on. 

I am aware of my predisposition for a lot of mental energy and a little emotional suppression! The AIM Program
does not allow too much to be dealt away to the unconscious and in 2004 this proved out for me. I had just
begun my fourth season as baseball coach and I began to project some intense anger and resentment for the
various projects that remained undone as we moved into the season. I could feel myself choosing many
avoidance behaviors out of fear that I would not be appropriate in a very "social" position as head coach. On
Father's Day, 2004, after a hot double-header, a kid's clinic, and a team picnic, I was ready to blow my gasket.
The following day I experienced a Bell's palsy release that left the entire right side of my face in a meltdown. 

Two years later and after regaining 99% of my face back, I titled this piece and offer this testimonial to remind
everyone that The AIM Program will offer you a great gift. The gift of consciousness. Energetic Balancing will
help you to stay in tune with yourself on spiritual, mental, emotional and physical levels. Staying on The AIM
Program long term will also provide you with the protection of many active airborne frequencies being
introduced into the environment. However your own self-healing journey unfolds, emotional apathy, defense
mechanisms, and avoidance become impossible. Self-responsibility for all of life's wonderful synchronicities
and certain healing catharses should they arise, will always move you forward to the next place you must be to
further your evolution. My intention has always been for the highest and best to occur for my life. I could no
longer allow myself to remain stagnant in my baseball position because it no longer served me. At the risk of
sounding a bit dramatic, the more you choose to be the conscious AIM participant the more you will be able to
experience life in deeper ways. In fact, if you are of the simplistic impression that you can pay your money and
The AIM Program will take care of the rest, this is probably not for you. 
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I have created my dream relationship, I am lining up with a life's work that will demonstrate my spiritual
becoming, and my son has just joined us after eight years in another part of the country to witness it all. What
you don't know may hurt you and I have come to know myself more fully everyday and for that I am most
grateful to the founders of The AIM Program of Energetic Balancing.

EMC² Shop
Click on the link to purchase your copy of Sanctuary aimprogram.com/books.com.

       
"It has to do with spiritual awakening. It has to do with making the transition from vibrating at a lower

level on a physical plane to vibrating at a higher level on an energetic plane... "" 
~Sanctuary page 74~

EMC² Buttons
3 Buttons for $2.75, including shipping and handling in U.S. (International orders add $2.90)
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Click here to order your buttons

        

~ For previous Newsletters, visit the EMC² Weekly News archives ~

Energetic Matrix Church of Consciousness, LLC 
5502 South Fort Apache Road Ste 110 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89148 • USA 

877-500-3622 • aimprogram.com
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